Diagnosis of pulmonary embolism with various imaging modalities.
Pulmonary embolism (PE) is a major health concern that affects approximately 600,000 new patients annually. The diagnosis of PE can be difficult to make, and several imaging studies have been developed to aid in this process. Initial evaluation involves the acquisition of a chest radiograph. Findings on radiography, however, are often non-specific. The gold-standard study historically has been pulmonary angiography, with increasing diagnostic yield since the implementation of digital subtraction technology. This is an invasive procedure, however, but the incidence of major complications is low. Less invasive modalities have been developed and include ventilation-perfusion lung scans. These are used as one of the initial screening tests in evaluation of patients with suspected PE. The presence of a high-probability scan usually indicates the presence of a PE, although few patients have high probability scans. The test is significantly affected by underlying pulmonary disease or previous PE. Given this, ventilation-perfusion lung scans are limited as a primary diagnostic tool in the evaluation of suspected PE. Helical computed tomography (CT) is currently under much scrutiny as a diagnostic tool for PE. Currently a prospective, multicenter trial evaluating its efficacy (PIOPED II) has been initiated, but the results are pending. Preliminary reports suggest the helical CT and venous phase CT may become a first line study in patient evaluation. The diagnosis of PE is challenging and several imaging modalities are currently used to assist the clinician. Currently, multiple modalities are often required to make the diagnosis. With the advent of new technology and improved imaging techniques, the diagnosis of PE will become easier.